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Scanning electron microscopy of gold before and after exposure to [ minute. The sample was quickly put into the vented MSC and pumping was started. In contrast to conventional non-trihalide ILs, the decrease in pressure was observed to be much slower (typically after 30mins a pressure of 10 -5 mbar is easily obtained with this setup). After 2.5h from the start of pump down, the chamber eventually reached a pressure below 10 -5 mbar that allowed us to the start the QMS in a very insensitive detection modethat is, a low acceleration voltage of the secondary electron multiplier detector -for safety reasons (note that signal-to-noise ratio is thus very low for small signals), and gas phase mass spectra were taken (example shown by red spectrum b in Figure S3 ). Visual inspection 24 hours later at a chamber pressure of 10 -7 mbar revealed that the colour of the IL film on the copper plate had considerably lightened compared to the black colour at the beginning.
A mass spectrum after 24 hours degassing (using high QMS-sensitivity with much better signal-to-noise ratio) is also shown in Figure S3 (blue spectrum a) along with a mass spectrum of a [C 6 C 1 Im][Br 2 I] film sample spread on a molybdenum foil (black spectrum c in Figure S3 , after about 2h pump down; high QMS-sensitivity). Note, the individual spectra regions are multiplied with very different scaling factors for direct comparison on a linear scale (see Figure S3 ). During pumpdown (red spectrum b) the sample off-gassed a significant amount of iodine, which can be seen as I + and I 2 + mass signals peaks. The I + peak is significantly more prominent that the I 2 + , as expected for gas phase I 2 due to cracking inside the ionisation source of the QMS. [3] The intensity of these I 2 -related signals decreased by about two orders of magnitude after 24h pumping. In addition to the I Notably, no significant amount of gas phase Br 2 could be detected during this experiment, neither in the Br 2 + region (which is the most prominent signal for gas phase Br 2 [4] ) nor in the Br + region, see Figure S3 . The same holds true for IBr + , which was not detected either (spectral region not shown).
As a second experiment, a small drop of [C 6 C 1 Im][Br 2 I] was spread onto a clean molybdenum foil, which was loaded into the MSC and pumped down. Since the pump down time in this case was similar to non-trihalide ILs, the QMS could be started after about two hours in the high-sensitivity mode. The mass spectra collected at room temperature (black spectrum c in Figure S3 ) and at 40 °C elevated spectra (not shown) did not exhibit significant The sample denoted as Au-21h in Table 1 (extended gold corrosion 
